
 Politicizing Knowledge: Perspectives from Plato’s Academy and Hadrian’s Library 

More than a stage for legal, rhetorical, and philosophical speeches and theatrical 

production, Athens became a renowned repository for learned scholarship.  Two major 

structures, Plato’s Academy and Hadrian’s library, acted in ensemble to promote the Athenian 

reputation as a center for learning.  Despite this, I will argue that each building acted as a 

physical manifestation of the differing Greek and Roman attitudes to the political role of 

knowledge in society. Whereas Athenian Greek learned institutions such as the Academy 

focused on the collection of materials and on the dissemination of knowledge outside an 

immediate urban political context, Roman libraries such as Hadrian’s were one part of a larger 

imperial program that attempted to control the organization, display, and content of knowledge 

in order to promote Roman power.  I will reinforce this point by drawing from literary and 

archaeological evidence of libraries outside Athens.  The extra-urban, forested environment of 

the Academy projected the image of an ataraxic, academic utopia that existed outside the 

physical and political constraints of the Hellenistic and later Roman-controlled polis.  The head 

of the Academy, a philosopher, was entrusted with its organizational and academic success.  

Hadrian’s library, in contrast, was seamlessly integrated within the city plan of Athens and 

projected Roman imperial power through several different facets.  Hadrian’s library was one 

structure located within a larger complex of buildings that together displayed a unified program 

of imperial largesse and beneficence.  The maintenance of Hadrian’s library and the composition 

of its collection reveal more general Roman attempts at an institutionalization of knowledge and 

an imperial control of memory.  In lieu of academic administration, appointed equestrian 

officials executed financial and bureaucratic control of Roman libraries.  Archaeological 

evidence reveals the bifurcation of Greek and Roman materials while literary evidence 



dramatically displays imperial control of content and of censorship (purging) of library materials.  

Plato’s Academy and Hadrian’s library are thus two examples of the vastly different Greek and 

Roman attitudes to the political role of knowledge in society. 
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